Lack of Privacy Using Email
The internet has grown rapidly throughout the years, but the laws regarding your privacy while
online, have not. In its simplest form, the internet is like a massive toolbox that offers you an
assortment of devices to assist you in rapidly distributing data. Your content can be shared
through numerous avenues such as email, blogs, and forums. The majority of these are public
since data and conversations are being transferred over the World Wide Web, so this leaves little
for one’s privacy.
Your privacy is the expense you pay for utilizing free email services. Even though privacy
policies are written, it does not stop an outsider from hacking into your accounts and reading
personal data. Providers of email services also have to disclose what they are going to do with
your information.
There is no doubt that most — if not all — of the email service providers that out there take in
the gathering of your statistics or data. Nameless information permits a website to personalize
your experience and make every effort to deliver you applicable selections. This also allows web
engineers to recognize how you interrelate with a certain page so that they can develop their
projected ideas, as well. In fact, if you have ever used Google Analytics, you have certainly
benefited from the gathering of anonymous information by observing how diverse individuals
communicate with you via email services.
The laws may not have been able to keep up with internet technology, but this will soon change.
There have been numerous circumstances where individuals have been charged for slander and
denigration for openly articulating an opinion and your opened e-mails on websites such as
Yahoo and Hotmail may be obtainable by the court system and there is a huge governmental
push back happening against the Federal Communications Commission, who may be
administering Network Neutrality. This could easily be considered network neutrality and what it
may mean for both individuals and businesses in the United States should this matter be decided
in approval of the internet service providers (ISPs).
Obviously, most people that you talk to will just say, “Don’t post private matters if you do not
want others seeing what you write.” Although this may seem true, it is very difficult because of
the tremendous attractiveness of these email amenities and the benefits that a free service can
offer you as an individual. On top of that, having a certain degree of an online existence is
becoming a requirement for job pursuers, too. Everyone knows that human resource
professionals and other job agents routinely explore applicant’s backgrounds online after they
have interviewed or met with them. Unfortunately, as technology keeps progressing at such an
exponential speed, older individuals find it nearly unmanageable to keep up, which places them
at a greater risk of having their privacy overrun. Several of these concerns are very compound
because every Privacy Policy or Terms of Service differ from one email provider to the next.
Not only is email vital to how you communicate with friends, family, coworkers, and other
readers, it is also a significant part of your online presence. Currently, with the laws not being up
to speed, what you say right now could be used against your favor at some point in the days yet
to come. This is a troubling and scary thought. Everyone makes mistakes and throughout time,

our thoughts change regarding certain matters. As it stands now, the internet is not equipped to
handle our emails in a private manner because published data, in a lot of cases, can remain
permanent. With this in mind, use caution anytime you send out an email that contains serious or
very private information because you never know who may be reading it.

